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 GO7™ is a small yet extremely powerful

telematics measurement tool. Similar to GO6™
before it, the GO7™ offers state of the art GPS
technology, g-force monitoring, IOX™
expandability, and engine and battery health
assessment. Using Geotab’s patented tracking
algorithm, it accurately recreates the vehicle’s
trips and analyzes incidents. The GO7™ offers
in-vehicle alerts to notify drivers instantly of
infractions and is truly a plug and play
technology – it does not require a dash
mounted antenna or any splicing of
wires.  Major enhancements over the GO6™
include:
 Enhanced auto-protocol detect and select
 Programmable or soft pins - allows

firmware to change pin utilization based
on protocol and vehicle type

 Secondary protocol support for Ford, GM,
Chrysler, Volvo, Mazda and more

 Four CAN BUS interfaces enabling more
options for engine protocol support and
device expandability

 Higher sensitivity accelerometer


 Easy plug-and-play installation
 External device expandability via IOX™ Technology
 Intelligent in-vehicle driver coaching
 Small form factor device
 Breakthrough accident detection & notification
 Accurate engine diagnostics, DTC, and proprietary

engine data
 Real-time vehicle data
 Fast GPS acquisition time using Almanac OTA

support
 Built-in auto-calibrating accelerometer
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Product Announcement: Geotab Releases GO 
RUGGED and Universal OBDII THarness Kit for Pilot 
GO RUGGED (Beta) 
Now available for pilot in the US and Canada only. The GO RUGGED GR73GTEFA is a ruggedized 
telematics device for harsh conditions or external installation. GO RUGGED has the same advanced GPS 
technology as the GO7, with the added benefit of being designed to IP67 standards (international standard 
for protection against intrusion of solids, dust, contact, and water). 

GO RUGGED is ideal for heavy equipment, yellow iron, farm equipment, tracking of powered trailers and 
assets, and is recommended for fleets in construction and engineering, agriculture, utilities, oil and gas, or 
mining. 

 

Pilot quantities are limited and standard lead times apply. Please refer to MyAdmin for pricing. Compatible 
with Base, Pro, and ProPlus rate plans. 

Note: Several harness options are available. Select from the following options: 

● Connecting a GO RUGGED to your vehicle: 
○ If engine data is required — order HRNRS12S2. 
○ If a 3wire connection is required — order the HRNCW03S3 and HRNRS12S2. 

● Connecting a GO RUGGED with IOXs — order HRNRX06S4. (Note: All IOXs are supported with the 
GO RUGGED.) 

How to Order (Limit of 10 units per Reseller — Currently Available for US and Canadian 
Resellers Only): 

1. In MyAdmin, go to the BETA Signup/Waivers tab from the Home page and choose Hardware 
Beta Signup . 
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2. Fill out the Beta Signup Form and indicate the quantity and intended application.  
3. Once the Beta Signup Form is submitted, place an order through MyAdmin by selecting My Orders 

> New Order and then adding the GR73GTEFA to your basket. Proceed to add any harnesses 
required using the same steps as above. Check out to complete the order. 

Resources and Contact Information: 

For detailed information and installation instructions of the GO RUGGED and the harnesses mentioned 
above, please refer to the GO RUGGED Support Document and the GO RUGGED Installation Insert 
included with the device. If you have any questions, please contact your Geotab Account Manager. 

Universal OBDII THarness Kit (Beta) 
Geotab is pleased to announce that the new Universal OBDII THarness Kit HRNGS16K2 is now 
available for pilot. The Universal OBDII THarness Kit simplifies purchasing and installation by 
eliminating the need to know what vehicles are in a fleet prior to installation.  

The multiadapter kit consists of a Tharness and 12 different mounting adapters for use in most 
lightduty and mediumduty vehicles, compatible with most models globally. The Universal Kit can be used 
instead of the following Geotab products: HRNBE16T2, HRNBG16T2, HRNBF16T2, HRNBS16T2, 
HRNBT16T2.  

 

 
 
Pilot quantities are limited and standard lead times apply. Please refer to MyAdmin for pricing. Compatible 
with Base, Pro, and ProPlus rate plans.  

How to Order (Limit of 10 units per Reseller): 
1. In MyAdmin, go to the BETA Signup/Waivers tab from the Home page and choose Hardware 

Beta Signup. 
2. Fill out the Beta Signup Form and indicate the quantity and intended application.  
3. Once the Beta Signup Form is submitted, place an order through MyAdmin by selecting My Orders 

> New Order and then adding the HRNGS16K2 to your basket. Check out as you normally 
would. 

Resources and Contact Information: 

For detailed information and installation instructions, please refer to the Universal OBDII THarness Kit 
Installation Insert included in the kit. The Harness Identification and Application document provides more 
information on Geotab’s harnesses. If you have any questions, please contact your Geotab Account 
Manager. 


